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In The Year 2030 

 
My favorite Conan O’Brien skit is “In the Year 2000/3000” 1  whereby Co-

nan and Andy Richter and/or a guest don a dark robe, dim the lights, illu-

minate their respective faces with a flashlight and make outlandish predic-

tions about the future.  

 

Well, this is something I also have a tendency to do in order to assuage 

worries my loved ones have about the future. For an admittedly cynical 

person, I feel this is one of my more optimistic traits.  It can be very useful when discussing the wor-

ries parents anticipate for their children, spouses, siblings and other loved ones in the not-so-distant 

future. For example, I avoid engaging in the worry about my children learning to drive and the non-

stop nail-biter that would provide because I believe fully automated transportation is nearer than we 

think. I am going to provide my predictions about societal problems that will be cured in the future.   

 

Football 

I am an avid football fan and played high school football. It currently ranks as one of my main vices 

and is the subject of reasonable amounts of debate amongst my peers and fellow parents. I think the 

game is awesome and believe it teaches kids some valuable lessons.  As it turns out, it also causes ir-

reparable brain injury due to the repeated head trauma inherent in the sport. This is in addition to the 

multitude of lingering joint and extremity injuries that most ex-football players enjoy. Thus I have 

conceded that my kids should not play the sport.   I predict that soon football will be relegated to the 

history books.  

 

How, one asks, is this possible considering the NFL split $7.24 billion last year? Well, it will work 

like this: a few clever or persistent tort lawyers will manage to hook a large school district in Califor-

nia or Florida or Texas for a giant wrongful death suit or a larger class action suit when school dis-

tricts continue to put kids on the field despite the incessant stream of scientific reports stating that 

football causes brain damage. Schools will not be able to pay for the skyrocketing insurance policies 

in the heavily populated/metro school districts where a large chunk of the talent originates. Talent 

pool begins playing other sports…and soon the NFL’s talent levels begin to plummet. Remember, the 

European soccer leagues make something like $25 billion per year so there is an alternative. 

 

Cars 

Cars can already drive themselves, and can do so in a much safer and efficient manner than humans 

currently drive. Personal autos represent a ridiculous amount of average folks’ expenditures today and 

the trend is increasing. Our dependence on autos has shaped our housing construction trends, resulted 

in urban sprawl, created a work-commuting culture and has otherwise defined the physical aspects of 

our current civilization. Oil will not remain at historic lows for more than another year or two and 

The President’s Column 
  By Tom Lyden, WCBA President 2016 
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then we will see market forces embrace a 100 horsepower, incredibly safe auto that drives itself and 

doesn’t crash. Smart municipalities will identify the cost savings in sharing cars, relieving conges-

tion, lighter cars that don’t destroy streets, etc. and will be begin to develop exclusive lanes for au-

tomated vehicles. Progressive governments will embrace them, insurance companies will reward 

owners and those in denial will live in Houston.  Seriously, we are going to experience a massive 

change during the next oil spike. 

 

Teenage Boys 

I frequently mention my boys. They will be teenagers before I know it.  Since the dangerous car is-

sue will be solved, focus moves to how to defer their parental opportunities until they are a bit older 

than their hormones convince them they are. In as much as “The Pill” changed the birds-and-bees 

dynamic back in the ‘60’s, “The Band” will again change the sexual landscape of the future.  

 

Male birth control will come on to the scene in the form of a neon-colored band affixed to males’ 

wrists or ankles much like home detention units are used today. A corresponding iPhone App will 

allow parents to know if the device has been tampered with or is not functioning properly. It will 

look a lot like the bracelets one gets when they are at a festival or beer garden and will be just as 

tricky to remove. Of course, it will not protect against STI’s or heartbreak, but at least oral birth 

control will no longer be ladies only club.  

 

Global Warming2 

 Washington State University will produce its first Nobel winner(s) for the JATB3 Morning Glory 

strain that will grow in arid lands throughout the world and thereby convert massive amounts of air-

borne carbon to plant matter and delivering Nitrogen back into the ground. Go Cougs?  

 

 College Costs 

When we were expecting our first child we were bombarded by marketing materials for a multitude 

of “do it for your kid” products: cryrogenic stem-cell services, life insurance, baby formula, the 

best car seats, and of course, college savings plans. And college is expensive and only getting more

-so. Well, this is not something I am worried about in the least.  

 

Again, I will rely on the technological revolution. Not only are my children primed to learn from 

screens, but they are also primed to be oblivious to geography when it comes to absorbing infor-

mation. In the near future education will begin to migrate from traditional brick-and-mortar deliv-

ery to on-demand, online sources. The transaction costs will plummet exponentially. I believe you 

will begin to see the decline in the value of traditional degrees awarded by ancient institutions and 

taught by ivory-tower entrenched intellectuals. More and more higher education will adopt a Khan 

Academy approach to delivery of knowledge. It is apparent that our state is not committed to in-

vesting its revenues into traditional avenues of education and I believe this trend will continue. 

Something will evolve to to replace this void. 

 

(Continued from page 2) 

(Continued on page 4) 
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Office Space Available –  Bellingham Towers -  119 N. Commercial Street – downtown!  Nancy at 

647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com   Conference Room available for 

Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants.  New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h! 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
Free to all WCBA members & firms 

e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to: 

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 

by the 15th of the preceding month 

Questions? Call 360 527-9400 

Attorney Available to Assist with Overflow Work.   Former Sole Practitioner licensed in both 

Georgia and Washington, will assist with your Overflow needs; now you can have the part-time assis-

tance you need, when you need it.  Professional and dependable.  Can work on-site or off-site at my 

own well-equipped home office.  Rates variable by complexity of work; minimum 3 hours.  Contact 

me directly as follows:  Carol Sheppard (770) 366-8186 or CSSheppard100@gmail.com. 

Assistance in Serious Cases:  Just moved to Bellingham.  Recently licensed in Washington, with 

42 years of trial experience in Texas, including lead counsel in 2 Capital Murders in the past two 

years, and 12 years as a trial judge.  Available to assist in preparation and trial of serious cases - crimi-

nal and civil.  Contact:  Norman E. Lanford, Sr., 512-751-1272, or n.lanford@sbcglobal.net. 

Ideally, the higher education institutions will embrace the delivery of knowledge without regard to 

time and place, and will shift focus to disbursing information and ideas in the most fluid ways pos-

sible. Likely, however, it will require new institutions replacing the traditional framework. And 

since it is becoming more commonplace that a college dropout is the founder of this week’s billion

-dollar tech company there will be an economic reward for new-age universities that can deliver 

needed information and skills to the new economies of the developed world. 

 

I envision that my children will be the guinea pigs of this sea-change. They will be the generation 

of Americans educated by non-traditional means for the sake of economic existence. If they are to 

participate in a truly global marketplace it will be necessary they knowledge and skill set create 

something they can market, and they will also get that knowledge from much cheaper sources. 

 

And there you have my predictions for the year 2030.   

 

Endnotes 
1 – The skit was recently rekindled on The Tonight Show and renamed In The Y ear 3000 for obvious reasons. 

2 – It’s not a hoax. It may turn the entire world into a tropical paradise, but it is not a hoax. This isn’t political, but 

c’mon…I’m not a scientist, but even I know what happens during combustion, and we do a lot of combustion on 

Earth. 

3 – Jack And The Beanstalk. 

(Continued from page 3) 
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A Ride in the Tijuana Taxi 
By Michael Heatherly 
 

 

This Article was originally rejected by the WSBA! 

 

There was a popular song in 1965 called “Tijuana Taxi” by Herb Alpert & The Tijuana Brass, a 

group of L.A. studio musicians who created a breezy faux-mariachi sound that was to real Latin mu-

sic what Cheez Whiz is to Camembert.  Nevertheless, it introduced a bit of Latin culture to main-

stream Americans, many of whom wouldn’t have known whether to eat a tamale and hit a timbale 

or the other way around. Tijuana Taxi was the theme song for “The Dating Game,” a goofball Six-

ties TV show even now still recirculating in the purgatory of cable TV. My mom was a Tijuana 

Brass fan and got me hooked on them, although I had only the vaguest idea where Tijuana was. Lit-

tle did I know that I would one day take a memorable ride in an actual Tijuana taxi. 

 

Thirty-some years after the song hit the air, my wife and I dropped our kids off at summer camp and 

toured down the coast of California into Mexico. We ended up at the Rosarito Beach Hotel, about 

30 miles south of Tijuana. The hotel is famous as a past hangout of golden-era Hollywood celebri-

ties like Orson Wells, Gregory Peck and Marilyn Monroe. The lovely original hacienda-style hotel 

still stands but is now part of a modern resort complex in a town dominated by the kind of beer-and-

tequila joints you hope your kids won’t visit on spring break. 

 

For our return trip we would make our way back to Tijuana, drop off our car at the rental agency’s 

airport location, then take a taxi to the San Ysidro border crossing. We would cross the border on 

foot, take the commuter train to San Diego and fly home from there. 

 

Tijuana is a rambunctious, mind-boggling city, like one of those half-gallon-sized margaritas come 

to life. I’ve never been the type to enjoy regimented, guided-tour traveling. I prefer to take my 

chances with at least some level of a locale’s unique chaotic beauty, and in that regard Tijuana had 

more than its share. Although this was my first trip to the city, my family had a history of sorts 

there. According to family legend, my dad spent a night in a Tijuana jail after venturing a little too 

far off base while stationed as a U.S. Navy sailor in San Diego in the 1950s. Dad, who remained a 

handful his whole life, was reminded of that indiscretion from time to time by my mom when she 

felt he needed a reality check. 

 

To conclude our trip we deposited our rental car at the Tijuana airport and looked around for a taxi 

to the border. It was late afternoon and we expected the usual airport scene, with yellow taxis lined 

up waiting for fares. Instead, the ground transportation area of the airport was strangely vacant. Just 

as we decided to return to the rental desk for help, a nondescript station wagon pulled up to the 

curb. The middle-aged driver emerged and asked, “Do you need a ride?”  

 

Neither the driver nor his vehicle bore any insignia suggesting they belonged to a taxi service. On 

(Continued on page 6) 
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the other hand, there was nothing ominous about them and we were eager to get on our way. My 

wife and I glanced at one another and wordlessly seemed to agree that while it was a little weird to 

enter a taxi that didn’t look like a taxi we were okay with it under the circumstances. We tossed in 

our bags, hopped into the back seat and asked the driver to take us to the border. 

 

Here I must digress. I need to say that I drafted the original version of this story a few years ago 

for the monthly Bar Beat column I wrote as editor of NW Lawyer, the official Washington State 

Bar Association publication. It was one of only two pieces I produced in my eight years as editor 

that the staff declined to publish. Their concern with the Tijuana story was that it might be ethni-

cally offensive. To put that in context, if the rest of the story were depicted in a movie it would 

play out as a clichéd American-tourists-at-the-mercy-of-treacherous-foreigners tale. So as you 

continue reading, I ask that you consider two things: 1) what actually happened and didn’t happen 

to us, and 2) that I am disinclined by personality and background to knowingly write something 

ethnically insensitive. Let me explain. 

 

My biological parents were new immigrants from Spain, but I was adopted at birth by non-

Spanish parents and grew up in a predominantly white Seattle neighborhood. My surroundings 

were non-diverse enough that even my vaguely exotic olive-skinned appearance was a curiosity. 

Early in life I got used to strangers approaching me to ask where I was from. It made me feel a lit-

tle awkward, but I didn’t give it much thought until I got to college. 

 

For a while in college I had longish hair and a full beard, which were required by my employment 

as a musician. I spent as much time as I could in the sun and never used sunscreen, so my com-

plexion was much darker than it gets these days. Meanwhile, part of my college career coincided 

with the Carter administration’s Iran hostage crisis, when many Americans became suspicious of 

anyone they perceived as Muslim or Arabic in general, a prejudice that has persisted ever since 

and has become an issue again in this year’s presidential campaign. Given my dark features and 

apparently terroristic facial hair, even some of my fellow University of Washington students 

jumped to the conclusion that I was an Iranian infiltrator. I nearly got beaten up in a bar once for 

that, until my genuine American accent bailed me out.  

 

What I’m trying to say is that I’ve had enough personal brushes with ethnic prejudice to have de-

veloped a sensitivity to it. Admittedly, it would be naïve to think my real-time perception of the 

events in the remainder of the Tijuana story were free of ethnic or cultural influence. I was indeed 

in another country, one where people spoke a language with which (despite a year of college 

study) I was unfamiliar. But the circumstances could have arisen anywhere, including here in 

Whatcom County, and involved people of any background. And I believe my emotional reaction 

would have been the same. 

 

The taxi trip was unremarkable initially. Our driver negotiated the Tijuana traffic from the airport 

and headed toward what we presumed was the border crossing. But as the miles passed we noticed 

he was turning onto ever smaller and less-traveled roads, which was counterintuitive considering 

(Continued from page 5) 

(Continued on page 7) 
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that San Ysidro is the busiest land border crossing in the world. When he eventually entered a res-

idential neighborhood I began to be concerned. Then without explanation he turned down an alley 

and pulled into the driveway of a private house. My pulse accelerated as he stopped behind a 

parked car and switched off the engine. On the trunk of the car in front of us sat three young men 

silently smoking cigarettes and watching us. Although nothing bad was actually happening so far, 

I was overwhelmed with the dread that comes when you realize there is no apparent good reason 

for you to be where you are.  

 

“Three hundred pesos,” the driver said, confirming that our taxi trip was over. 

 

“Uh, we were going to the border,” I said. 

 

“Through there,” he said, pointing to a narrow walkway between the houses ahead of us.  “Three 

hundred pesos, please.” 

 

I paid him and we exited the car, retrieving our bags from the back. We turned our backs on the 

driver and his companions and waddled with our souvenir-laden luggage down the passageway 

toward – we had no idea what. 

 

We disappeared into the shadows between the two houses. We were almost comically helpless: 

unarmed, all hands occupied, and weighted down with probably 40 pounds of cargo each. The 

walls alongside us blocked all sight and sound. I heard footsteps behind us but preferred not to 

look back. This is it, I thought. I envisioned the headlines: “Terror in Tijuana,” and the follow-up 

articles warning tourists to never use unsanctioned taxis or turn their backs on strangers while car-

rying luggage. Fighting to remain rational, I wondered whether we’d have a chance to bargain for 

our lives. I would have been more than happy to hand over everything we had to be able to just 

get home in one piece and see our kids again. 

 

And then it happened. And by “it” I mean nothing. We simply emerged from between the houses 

onto an oddly placed roadway within sight of the border crossing. A quirky combination of urban 

sprawl and the relentless expansion of the border facility had left the edge of the residential neigh-

borhood within a stone’s throw of the northbound pedestrian line for the border. Our driver had 

used his knowledge of the area to get us as close as possible to our destination, saving us from 

having to lug our bags any farther. We looked back sheepishly to see that the ominous footsteps 

we had heard seconds earlier were his. He had followed us a short distance to make sure we were 

taking the right path. 

 

My original version of this story lacked the explanation about my background and contained a 

couple of references to additional details of Tijuana’s colorful culture that were not intended as 

ethnically offensive but might have been seen that way by some. I didn’t protest the WSBA staff’s 

rejecting the piece, as I appreciate the bar’s sincere commitment to respect the humanity of all its 

members and the public in general. In fact, if there’s a lesson to be learned from my Tijuana Taxi 

ride, it is simply that appearances can indeed be shockingly deceiving. 

(Continued from page 6) 
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WHY I “STREET LAW” 
(and why you should, too) 

By Tom Lester 
 

After many years in the legal profession, I have come to believe that many of us feel that be-
coming a lawyer was tough and that our hard work has earned us a well-deserved privileged status 
in the human race. Trust me, the folks I have crossed paths with over the years of practicing bank-
ruptcy has rid me of that illusion. Lawyers have not cornered the market on hard work, persever-
ance, tenacity or intelligence. We are but one of the many shades of grey that make up our amazing 
species. Many of our fellow humans work harder and possess greater intelligence, and are still left to 
navigate the complexities of legal issues without an understanding of the process. We, as lawyers, 
have gained our skills by the toil and grace of those around us. We happened to be in the right place 
at the right time, with the right economic privilege, to find and travel the road that led us to become 
lawyers.   

 
 Lawyers routinely have their healthy egos and self-images massaged by clients (not as often by 
opposing counsel, but that is a different article).  What we seldom receive is a good dose of reality 
that lawyers are a privileged bunch.1  We have been placed in a position to affect the lives of our fel-
low humans in very significant ways.  The skillset and knowledge we have received from our educa-
tion and experience afford us powers that most folks do not possess.  Many of our fellow humans go 
through life’s struggles without that power and with little clue as to how to navigate what could be a 
simple problem. Yes, I know that lawyers must still make overhead, pay their staff, and take some-
thing home to pay the mortgage, but the reality is, we still have a significant  leg-up on non-lawyers.  

 
Many, if not most of our fellow humans, do not perceive or navigate the world as we do.  They 

deal with life’s struggles in a fog of vernacular, foreign procedures and confusing concepts.  Their 
struggles aren’t reduced to accommodate that lack of clarity.  Sadly, the struggles for non-lawyers are 
usually multiplied by uninformed choices that complicate situations which may have had easy solu-
tions.  The simple road to resolution is often missed either because it is not grasped or because the 
wrong path is more obvious.  In either event, an easy solution is overlooked and complexity is intro-
duced that could have been avoided.  Conflict ensues and the world is a little less pleasant for all of 
us. 

 
Whatcom County Lawyers have an opportunity presented to us on a silver platter.  Street Law 

directs our fellow humans to the privileged few.  Lawyers are placed face-to-face with real humans 
dealing with issues that can be dramatically affecting their lives.  Lawyers can pinpoint that easy so-
lution that eludes the non-lawyer.  Our fellow human’s life can be considerably affected for the better. 
One can’t guarantee that the process will be either dramatic or simple, but the magic happens often 
enough at Street Law that it is an empowering experience for both the lawyer and the Street Law cli-
ent to have come together and found a solution.  Lawyers are uniquely blessed with the opportunity 
and duty to step up and make our fellow humans lives a bit easier.  All of you know the real winner at 
Street Law is the lawyer.  That truth is not even lost on lawyers.  Volunteer for Street Law and get 
your dose of purpose! 
 
Endnotes 
1 – If you are reading this footnote, you are a lawyer.  The details do not escape your gaze.  You are different by design and must use 

that difference to help others. 
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The Legal Foundation of Washington 
 
 
 

Call for Applications to Host 2017 Goldmark Intern 
 
The Legal Foundation of Washington’s Board of Trustees Goldmark Intern-
ship Committee is pleased to invite legal aid providers across Washington 
state to apply to host the 2017 Goldmark Equal Access to Justice Intern. 
The Goldmark Equal Access to Justice Internship is a 10-week, paid summer 
internship for 2nd and 3rd year law students. 
 
The Application Form can be found on legalfoundation.org (link). The dead-
line to apply to host the 2017 Goldmark Intern is July 12.  
 
 

Call for Nominations for 2017 Goldmark Distinguished Service Award! 
 
Each year, the Legal Foundation of Washington Board of Trustees presents 
the Charles A. Goldmark Distinguished Service Award to an outstanding in-
dividual or organization that has assisted in providing deep and meaningful 
access to the justice system.  
 
This is a call for Nominations for the 2017 Goldmark Award. The nomina-
tion form and procedures can be found at Goldmarklunch.org The submis-
sion deadline August 31, 2016.  
 
 
SAVE THE DATE!: The 31st Annual Goldmark Award Luncheon will be held 

Friday, February 17, 2017 at the Washington State Convention Center. 
 

https://legalfoundation.org/the-goldmark-equal-justice-internship-program/
http://www.goldmarklunch.org
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ANOTHER ROAD HOME   
Perspectives on Conflict Resolution 

 

By Roy Martin 

 

 The title of this article is also the title of the column I’ve volunteered to write for the Journal. 

For several years I’ve been saying I was going to publish an article outlining the types of mediation 

and the potential each brings for resolving conflict more effectively than when the evaluative mod-

el that most consider the norm is utilized reflexively. Different cases call for different approaches. 

That article will likely be next up, but as part of a larger project – a monthly column on conflict 

resolution itself.  

 

 The legal community has shifted enormously in the nearly 20 years since December 1996 

when I was first sworn in. Back then, mediation had taken root but was still a delicate sapling. 

While books like Getting to Yes by Ury, Fisher and Patton – the seminal popular work on interest-

based negotiation – had been out for a long time, the breadth and richness of the field of conflict 

resolution was just beginning to take shape. Today, many reading this article will be familiar with 

other conflict resolution modalities. Non-Violent Communication: A Language of Life by Marshall 

Rosenberg, first published in 2000, taught brilliantly about the part of our nature that leads us into 

conflict and how we can move through such conflicts to deeper levels of understanding. Just down 

the road in Seattle, John Gottman, a professor emeritus at the University of Washington, heads the 

Gottman Institute which has been using scientific method to study conflict since the 1970s. In his 

laboratory he can determine with high degrees of accuracy (averaging 91 percent across three stud-

ies) which couples will remain married years down the road after observing them for short periods 

(in fact, in one study for as little as five minutes) and he uses this knowledge to teach workshops 

on resolving conflict in marriage. In 1999, he published The Seven Principles of Making Marriage 

Work. My personal favorite is not quite as well known to the general public, though it’s familiar to 

mental health professionals. Getting the Love You Want was written by Harville Hendrix, a mar-

riage therapist who developed deep insight into not just what causes conflict but also how to help 

people move beyond the underlying issues that cause conflict to recur. His work has deeply influ-

enced my approach to both mediation and collaborative law. 

 

 In 2000, when I was first trained to practice collaboratively, I had a talented law partner who 

was a skilled and eager litigator. She was young and progressive and yet, when I returned from that 

first collaborative training, all fired up, she laughed and asked if I wanted to become a social work-

er. Today, such a reaction would be far less likely. In fact, she’s now going through her own divorce 

and has turned to the collaborative approach to assist her family in resolving differences in the least 

damaging and best way possible.  

 

Back then, collaborative law was seen by many divorce litigators as competition and some-

thing to be feared while collaborative attorneys saw themselves as revolutionaries storming the cit-

(Continued on page 11) 
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adels of conventional law. Today, most of us have come to see these forms of practice not as com-

petitors but rather complimentary in resolving the great breadth of clients and cases that come our 

way. Today many law schools offer training in interest-based negotiation and, if not mediation it-

self, at least advocacy in the mediation context. Many grade school children learn mediation, and 

though there’s a pretty steep learning curve for adults, many kids actually become quite good at 

facilitating the resolution of conflict. Studies have shown that children trained in such techniques 

feel stronger than their non-trained peers in the face of conflict and are substantially less likely to 

succumb to bullying.  

 

That’s an important principle to understand. Being a good mediator or collaborative attor-

ney doesn’t equate with being weak. In fact, well trained professionals are more likely to feel 

grounded in the face of conflict because they understand what they’re up against and know how to 

navigate the terrain gracefully.  An attorney familiar with conflict resolution theory and practice 

comes to understand that it’s more effective to address underlying needs than to take hard posi-

tions and battle to grudging compromise. What opens is a rich potential in one’s practice – and in 

one’s life – for finding mutually agreeable resolutions that satisfy the needs of all parties. One also 

comes to appreciate that a win-lose result (even one in which one’s client gets the long end of the 

stick) is far less appealing in practice to most clients than a win-win approach in which everyone’s 

needs are satisfied. This is particularly true when the parties are likely to have to deal with each 

other in the future – so most obviously in family law, but also in probate, between neighbors, be-

tween businesses that might benefit from entering future contracts, between entities in the commu-

nity that value their reputations and members of the public, and even in the criminal context. For 

example, Victim-Offender Mediation (VOMP) is employed to help victims of crime recover emo-

tionally and obtain restitution while offenders see first-hand the impact of their actions, and when 

all goes well, take responsibility, learn, grow and reform.  

 

 This may sound like Pollyanna. If so, it illustrates that, as far as we’ve come since 1996, 

there’s still a long way to go. This stuff works. Our culture is violent in ways both overt and sub-

tle. Overt violence is obvious. However, it’s not obvious that when we speak judgmentally of oth-

ers, or talk behind their backs, or roll our eyes to show disdain, or even think negative thoughts 

(about ourselves or others) we’re engaged in subtle forms of violence. These small acts can add 

up, eventually, to overt violence. Even when they don’t, they contribute to a culture of violence. 

Much of what takes place in litigation is essentially violence transferred from the overt realm into 

the subtle. It’s better than what came before, blood feuds and “an eye for an eye” types of justice, 

but today we have the knowledge and wisdom to do better. The richness of the many options for 

resolving conflict without violence are not yet widely understood or embraced. However, I see this 

not as a cause for despair but rather an opportunity to unlock a vast potential for positive change. I 

also see it as something that is changing over time. My small efforts are just a tiny part of a move-

ment that is taking place all over the world. Over 22,000 collaborative attorneys have been trained 

worldwide and there are now collaborative law communities in the United States, Canada, Europe 

and Australia – including our lovely little Bellingham collaborative community. At the 2014 IACP 

(Continued from page 10) 

(Continued on page 12) 
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(International Association of Collaborative Professionals) annual conference which was held just up 

the road in Vancouver, there were in attendance, for the very first time, more professionals from out-

side the United States than there were Americans.  

 

In the field of law, not every case is well suited to conflict resolution and, barring some trans-

formation of human nature itself (or at least the outer, egoic face of it), this will remain so into the 

indefinite future. When a corporation takes advantage of ordinary people, I’m alright with some 

scorched earth litigation. In that realm, financial losses may deter better than anything else. Some-

times, for some people and organizations, the threat of being held accountable by the law is neces-

sary to prevent antisocial behavior. At the same time, there are many cases that could benefit right 

now from a broader understanding of what remain, for now, less conventional options.  

 

 In the articles to come, I hope to share some of the forms of conflict resolution that go beyond 

what’s typically employed. It is my goal to honestly assess the strengths and weaknesses of each ap-

proach (as none is a panacea suitable to all clients, cases or conflicts) as well as when they might be 

employed effectively to obtain the best possible results. I additionally plan to write on some of the 

ways in which practitioners of conflict resolution can partner with litigation attorneys as they at-

tempt to obtain the best possible outcomes for their clients. I see roles for settlement consultants, 

negotiation specialists, mediation consultants and attorneys – brought in for particular aspects or 

portions of cases.  

 

If you have thoughts or questions around conflict resolution, I’ll do my best to address them 

with honesty and openness. Though I’m by no means the world’s authority on this rich and varied 

field, I’ve been doing it for a while, studied with some amazing people, and am plugged in to a rich 

network of practitioners nationwide and worldwide who, together, carry tremendous knowledge and 

wisdom. So feel free to send inquiries my way and I’ll either call, send an e-mail, or write about it 

in a future article.  

 

 Finally, the name of this article – which is also the name of the column – is meant not only to 

distinguish conflict resolution as a way forward separate from litigation but also to give a sense of 

the satisfaction that can result from handling cases this way. Rather than clients who walk away 

feeling like winners, losers or more likely grudging, exhausted veterans of battles over limited re-

sources, imagine clients fully satisfied with the results of the case, grateful to you, thanking you for 

your efforts, writing positive reviews online and willingly paying their bills. Imagine bar complaints 

as something very rare and uncommon. All of this occurs when ADR options are employed effec-

tively.   

(Continued from page 11) 



Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer 
 ~By Rajeev!  

   

Family Law Section To Have Best THIRD ANNUAL Party 

Subtitle #1:        WSBA #39753B is here! 

 

 

 

. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hi!  My name is Ms. Savitri Eréndira Majumdar, and I was born on 5/22/16 at 8 

lbs. 3 oz.  My father says I get the privilege of co-hosting with him the “Third Annual 

Whatcom Family Law Bar Summer BBQ” a.k.a. “The Great 2016 Conclave of Domestic 

Relations Practitioners.”   He says this is a great honor, but I am  somewhat skeptical… I 

am not sure about his judgment, he has looked really exhausted all week. 

 

 Anyhoo, daddy says it is a tradition to issue a ‘proclamation’ which seems unnec-

essary, but here I go:  I am issuing the following proclamation to call your attention to 

the date of Saturday, July 16 at 11:30 AM: 
 

To All Who Practice the Esteemed Art of Domestic 

Relations Law (and allied/interested individuals and 

judicial officers): 

 

From time-to-time, for the good of the profession, 

(Continued on page 14) 
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for the good of ourselves, and for a little delightful 

hedonism, the Whatcom County Family Law Bar 

should meet and enjoy each other's company un-

der most amicable circumstances. 

 

With that in mind, my parents and I invite you, 

your paralegals, significant others and children to 

our THIRD ANNUAL SUMMER BBQ located at the 

private sanctuary of Rajeev Majumdar (in Belling-

ham, not Blaine!). 

 

We will have hot dogs, hamburgers and beverages 

both alcoholic and non-alcoholic.  It would be great 

if you could bring a side, vegetarian alternatives,  

drink(s) to share or a dessert(s).  Did I mention 

drinks to share?  That would be good. 

 

Most importantly, I want to see you. 

Warmly, 

Savitri! 
 

(Continued from page 13) 
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My Daddy will also try to send out an Evite to last year’s invitees, but I understand 

he is really terrible at it; you really ought to contact him. 

 

This event shall be known as “The Great 2016 Conclave of Domestic Relations 

Practitioners.”   All legal disputes,1 weapons and frowns will be left in the gate-

house before crossing the bridge.  The bridge to cross is located at the Fortress of 

Solitude, located at 4029 Willowbrook Lane in Bellingham.  
 

Répondez s'il vous plait to Rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 2  

 

      ~R! & S! 
 
 

Endnotes 

1– This includes disputes over theory between traditional and collaborative law prac-

titioners! 

2– I’ll probably respond by sending you an evite so I can try to make the food calcu-

lations correct, but I understand not everyone’s computers are evite friendly, so when 

you RSVP, please give me a body count if you are bringing a retinue. 

(Continued from page 14) 
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RFP - TRIBAL DEFENDER  
 

Nooksack Indian Tribe is seeking proposals for 

Defense services for criminal defendants.  

 

All submittals must be received by 4:30 p.m. 

on Friday, June 3, 2016. Please send or deliver 

such proposals to the following address: 

Nooksack Indian Tribe, Attn: Human Re-

sources Director, P.O. Box 157, Deming, WA 

98244. No faxed, emailed or telephoned pro-

posals will be accepted.  

 

See Nooksack Indian Tribe’s website for com-

plete information: http://

www.nooksacktribe.org/departments/

humanresources 

http://www.nooksacktribe.org/departments/humanresources
http://www.nooksacktribe.org/departments/humanresources
http://www.nooksacktribe.org/departments/humanresources
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In June & July, 10% of all proceeds of Express Legal Transcription’s work 

stemming from this ad will be donated to LAW Advocates! 
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You are reading this aren’t you? 

 

You too, should be advertising 

right... 

 

HERE! 
 

 
 New and Old Sponsors… did you know 

as of today, if you pay your sponsorship for 6 

months or more in the WCBJ, you get a 5% 

discount?  If you pay for a year or more, you 

get a 10% discount!!!!  Who knows what the 

Editor will offer you if you want to pay for a 

decade in advance?!!!!!!!! 
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Whatcom County Bar Association 
May 4, 2016 Meeting Minutes 

 

12:15 pm Meeting called to Order by President Tom Lyden.   

 

Introductions 

Guests introduced.  

Michael Brodsky introduced Lana Reichert a local investigator. 

Judicial Officers were recognized.  

March and April Meeting Minutes approved 

Treasurer’s report approved (copy attached)  

Upcoming Events: 

Skit was presented by President Lyden and Lisa Keeler reminding everyone of the upcoming 

Campaign for Equal Justice Phone-a-thon scheduled for Wednesday May 11, 2016.   

Michael Heatherly reminded everyone of the Summer of Fun events:  Beer and Justice; Lake 

Padden Triathlon; Golf Tournament; and Lawyers Take Orders 

Law Advocates Volunteer Drawing was won by Ryan Flossinger. 

Law Day Celebration:  The Liberty Bell Award was presented by Rajeev Majumdar.  Alt-

hough attorneys are eligible, previous recipients have all been non-lawyers.  The Liberty Bell 

award has been given for the past thirty years acknowledging someone who has demonstrated 

outstanding community service to the legal system.  This year’s award was given to Dr. Virgin-

ia Tucker. 

Old Business:   None 

New Business:  None 

Speaker:  Douglas Ende, WSBA Chief Disciplinary Counsel provided an entertaining talk on 

how the bar responds to grievances; and helpful tips for attorneys who are faced with a griev-

ance. 

 Adjourned at 1:35 pm 

Submitted by:  Lisa Saar, WCBA Secretary 





Advertise in  
the Newsletter 

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION! 

Admit it.  You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s 

going on.  So does everyone else.  If you have a service to 

offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or 

if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper, 

easier way to do it. 

1/2 

1/4 

1/8 

1/8-page . . . $35/mo. 
2.46”H x 3.86”W 

1/4-page . . . $50/mo. 
5.00”H x 3.86” W 

1/2-page . . . $75/mo. 
5.00” H x 7.90” W 

full page . . . $100/mo. 
10.00” H x 7.90” W 

 

And it’s easy to place your ad 
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG, 

.GIF or .pdf file to: 

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 

We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you.  Pre-size the ad if you 

know how.  Otherwise, tell us the size you want.  Questions?  E-

mail Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call  (360) 

332-7000 . 


